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The dancing plague tank guide

the_dancing_plague Unlocked through Main Scenario Quest Divination Rune - Don't get in front (non-tank) Phantom Rune - Various patterns aoE Mist Rune - Soak water pools Flame Rune - Stack in water pool Growth Rune - Stand between indicated directional arrows Frost Rune - Moves toward the last
rune that generates, dodge already resolved areas Titania's Power - Add phase Avoid various patterns to Puck Rebuke - AoE-Knockback, don't stand in the blue circle centered Divination Rune - Face boss away from attack, use Titania's Power mitigation - Add Puck phase and Peasebloom need to be
sunk Bright Sabbath - Raid-wide AoE the_dancing_plague.txt · · Last modified: 2020-02-29 21:25 by mydnaa of eventsBright SabbathParty Area-of-effect damage. It's not a big deal. Phantom RunePhantom Rune can be an aoE circle centered around the boss or an aoe all except around the boss. You
can tell what the animation is. The first version will show glitter around her body. The second version will show a swirl of air around your body. If you are hit by this mechanic, you will take damage and suffer from Hysteria. Hysteria will make you fall from the edge of the arena later. Mist RuneSummons
eight puddles. Each member must make a puddle. Pink balls go prossu sweat, signaling a countdown. If a puddle is missing a limb when pink balls totally circle the ball, then an adsopo. You can defeat the extra if such a situation occurs. I strongly advise the designation positions using the image below:
RuneWhen it uses Flame Rune, a huge handle will spawn above the arena. Ignore that. The core of this mechanic is only two mechanical stack markers. A stack marker will appear on each of the healers. There are two important things to note: 1) Players should not absorb more than one stack of marker
2) You need to stack in a puddle when you absorb the mechanic. You want four players in each stack. Use the water rune image for Flame Rune: Anyone who has (1) batteries in the west water pool. Anyone who was (2) piles in the east water pool. Watch this video for reference. RuneGeneric
divinomation cone-shaped attack on the main tank. Nothing remarkable. BrambleTethers chains attach a tank/healer to a dps. You have to break those ties by running away from each other. For the sake of the later phases, make the tanks/healers run south and the DPS runs north. Watch this video for
reference (Video was before we switched positions. Stay in the position I said is not shown). The reason why you ship DPS NORTH is because you want them next to the extras later in the fight. After the second Ghost Race, the Castle will turn into a grass field. The rails will be removed. **Midsummer
Dream Tether (unofficial name)**An orange string will randomly spawn on a player and Titania will use lightning on that player. The attack has a small radius and will inflict inflict Resist any player hit. The core of the mechanic is 1) Someone takes the rope out of group 2) No player takes the string twice
(unless you use Invuln). There are six attacks, so assign six players your order. If you have trouble remembering the order, remember who is before you. Watch this video for reference. Fae LightDuo tank buster that happens three times. If both tanks make this attack together, the damage will be divided
between them. Alternatively, you can use Invulons (WAR will have to CD first and Holmgang 2nd + third hit) to have a tank take this attack. Growth Rune + Chains of BramblesTitania will spawn purple puddles that grow on trees and stretch across the arena. Watch this video for reference. To deal with
this combination, use the same strategy as before: South Tanks/Healers and DPS North - but toward the safe corner of the arena instead. Frost RunesEsesthis mechanics is like shiva circles. The core of the mechanic is that 1) Circles will spawn from center 2) They will detonate/inflict damage in the order
in which they appear. Run to the last generated circle and run to the middle after it explodes. UpliftGeneric AoE circulates on the players. Death Order: Peaseblossom → → PuckTanks need to catch Peaseblossom and Puck. Mustard doesn't move. Mustard has a rage movement - that's why you kill it
first. Peaseblossom will randomly generate circles to e on the players and make a small tank buster. Puck will make a tank destroyer that inflicts resistance on the stack. If the tank receives too many batteries, it will cause Puck's tank to kill them instantly. Avoid this by changing tank after the second stack.
Small comments on the death order: I've seen people suggest killing the Disc before Peaseblossom. The reason I avoid this is because the purpose of this order is to kill it before the third pile. For me, it puts an unnecessary DPS check on that crowd and if something goes wrong, dps low pug groups will
clear because they don't anticipate a tank swap. By forcing a tank swap into the strategy, you reduce that risk. In addition, Peaseblossom's ability forces the melee to peel off the enemy if two of them pick up the marker. The death order is the same, but mechanics are important. Enemy Mustardseed
Abilities: Uses a spaced conal attack called LeafstormPuck: Uses a stack marker mechanic called Puck's BreathPeaseblossom: Places AoE counters on players named Peasebomb's Breath + Peasebomb → Puck Breath → Whispering WindTentacles and Chains of BrambleThis is the main mechanic of
the accrual phase. Tentacles will spawn that attack the area in front of them. A blue circle will spawn that knocks people down from the center of the arena. Bramble chains are going to happen. This seems complex, but it's very simple: the knockback will break the chain for you. Think of tentacles as
Patches from Growth Rune. I a video here and an image below to explain it. The reason we had tanks and healers south while DPS go go Tentacles and Bramble Chains, complete the remaining additional ones while handling your little mechanics. The boss will use Mortal Being as his final attack. Protect
and heal as appropriate. remainder of this encounter only pairs mechanics you've ever seen. I may have missed the end of this fight since I didn't see an infuriating one. I'm going to go over things that could clean up your group if you didn't know about them. Mist Rune + Phantom RuneShe will channel
Water Rune. Players will be inclined to position themselves early, but no! She will channel Phantom Rune and Phantom Rune solves before Water Rune. Just like The Phantom Rune mechanic before water rune's mechanic. Growth Rune + Fire RuneShe will use Growth Rune while Fire Rune happens.
Growth Runes can generate North/South or East/West. If they spawn east/west, rotate the Stack group clockwise. So the group stacking east will move into the Southern Water puddle. The group stacking West will move into the north water pool. Page 2 This guide aims to provide tips and strategies for
defeating Titania in The Dancing Plague (Extreme). Titania is the first wrestler in the Extreme Primal series in Shadowbringers, available on June 28 in Patch 5.0. Players must have completed the Main Scenario Quest Shadowbringers and spoken to Minstreling Wanderer at Crystarium. Players must be
item level 430 or higher to challenge this fight in a non-prefabricated group. DRK POV Mechanics ABCD Markers videos should be placed intercardinically along the circle within the arena as well as in the north and south of the circle as well. Players must choose protean points with melee being in
cardinals and ranging from being in intercardinals, as well as dividing the party into two halves as Seiryu EX or Alphascape V4.0 (Savage) - one tank, one healer, and two DPS in each half. The player must also designate an order in which they take Thunder Rune, scoring non-tanks with 1 to 5 counters.
Bright Sabbath Raid-wide magic AoE deal moderate damage. Phantom Rune Titania will launch an AoE donut or circle around it. If she rotates her team and the AoE is bright yellow, it's donut, and if she stretches her arms and the AoE is purple, it's an AoE circle. Certain Phantom Runes will always be



defined. Chain of Brambles Titania will tie the four tanks and healers with four DPS with bramble tethers. Players must move away from their rope partner to break the rope. Mist Rune Titania generates eight puddles of water around the area: four around the middle circle in cardinal positions, and four
along the edge of the arena in intercardinal positions. Players must stay in them while they resolve, or an addition will spawn and the pool of water will disappear. Staying in this puddle gives a buff fire resistance up. Players will choose designated protean positions to choose which circle they will absorb
in. Flame Rune Titania generates a Flaming giant that creates two stack markers on the two healers. Players Players stay in mist rune's fire-resistant pools of water that give you Resistance to Fire Up, and players can't take two stack counters while inflicting Fire Up Vulnerability. Rune Divisition A magical
crack of high damage in the main tank. Thunder Rune Titania ties a random non-tank player who deals with a magical leve AoE around him and inflicts lightning vulnerability Up. This rope can be taken by another player, intercepting it/standing between the player and Titania. AoE happens six times, and
players must pass the rope to ensure that no one is hit by the AoE twice. The OT will take the first string, and players scored 1 through 5 will take the next 5 moorings. Fae Light A magic slit aoe that must be shared by both tanks. Alternatively, a tank can use an invulnerability. The damage happens three
times in a row. Growth Rune Titania summons vines on the edges of the arena that expand horizon and vertically after a while. Players trapped in the vines will be tied up, damage and gain a stack of vulnerabilities. Frost Rune Titania summons large AoEs in the middle and around the edge that drop ices,
resolving in sequence and inflicting a pile of vulnerabilities on hit players. AoE Uplift counters appear on all players dealing with moderate aoe damage as it resolves. Adds Titania Phase will generate three additional: Puck, Peaseblossom and Mustard. Love-In-Idleness Puck, Peaseblossom and
Mostardaseed will resurface as larger versions of their original size outside the arena. Each has an additional mechanic as well as a more complex mechanic than the previous set. Puck Puck needs to be caught by a tank. He launches the following: Gentle Breeze: A line AoE. A physical tank destroyer
that inflicts Brute Resistance stacks down. Puck's Breath: A stack counter on a random non-tank player. Puck's Rebuke: An AoE knockback in the center of the arena. Staying here will kill you instantly. Puck's Caprice: An attacking aoe. Peaseblossom Peaseblossom needs to be picked up by a tank. It
launches the following: Peasebomb: AoE counters over four random non-tank players. The counter will become higher after Peaseblossom respawns. Hard Swing: A physical tank destroyer. Mustard mustard doesn't need to be collected. Leafstorm: A Conal AoE with spaces between targets in a random
player. The cone will become larger after mustards respawns. Whispering Wind: The fury of Mustard, which will clean up the party. Instead, it will deal great magical damage throughout the attack after mustardsewns. Being mortal titania's magical damage. Fight Mechanics Phase 1 Bright Sabbath
Phantom Rune (Circle) Mist Rune Flame Rune Divination Rune Chain of Brambles Phantom Rune (Donut) Phase 2 Midsummer Night's Dream Thunder Rune Fae Light Growth Rune Chain of Brambles Divination Rune Frost Rune Uplift Phantom Rune (Dynamo) Phase 3 + Puck + Mostarda spawn
Peasebomb + Gentle Breeze + Leafstorm Leafstorm Pummel Hard Swipe Whispering Wind Pummel Peasebomb Pummel Hard Hard Love-in-IdleNess Phase 4 Puck + Peaseblossom + Mustard Generates Peasebomb + Puckstorm's Breath Whispering Wind Puck's Repreensing + Chain of Brambles +
Vines Leafstorm Peasebomb + Puck's Breath Puck's Caprice Being Mortal Phase 5 Mist Rune Phantom Rune Flame Rune Growth Rune Phantom Rune Bright Sabbath Fae Light Frost Rune Uplift Bright Sabbath Thunder Rune Growth Rune Chain of Brambles Phantom Rune Bright Sabbath Divination
Rune Bright Sabbath (Enrage) Enrage is a 10-second cast of Bright Sabbath that instantly erases the party. Phase 1 Fight Strategy: Pre-mitigate bright Saturday and avoid the Phantom Rune running out. Players must then move on to their designated Mist Rune circles and stay in them as they expire.
Then stack the north and south puddles in your designated groups to absorb flame rune's stack. Mitigate and heal Divination Rune. Make sure it's not where the main tank is. Tanks and healers run through A to the rim and DPS run through C to the rim to break their moorings. Then stay in the middle to
avoid phantom rune. Phase 2: Players take the thunder rune rope in the order designated by their markers on marker 2. The OT will take you first, so the 5 players scored will take them in order. MT and OT must stack with each other to absorb Fae Light. Alternatively, MT can invulgate the buster's
strokes. Growth Rune will spawn vineyards from NE and SW or from the NW and SE of the arena. Players must run N and S just like in Phase 1, but also run in the area that the vines are not yet reaching. The MT must face the away boss after breaking his rope, and mitigate and heal Divination Rune.
Dodge Frost Rune moving to the middle after it explodes, and spread to Uplift in protean positions. Go under Titania's attack box to dodge Phantom Rune. Phase 3: MT must catch Puck, and OT must catch Peaseblossom. The death order is mustard &gt; Puck &gt; Peaseblossom. Spread with
peaseblossom aoes while avoiding conal and line AoEs. Tanks must use refills for Pummel and Hard Swing, and use an invulnerability in the third pile of Pummel. Phase 4: MT must catch Puck, and OT must catch Peaseblossom. The death order remains the same, mustard &gt; Puck &gt;
Peaseblossom. Dismemberthe first mechanic in the same way as the first mechanic in the previous phase, with much less space. Stack in the middle to share Puck's Breath. Mitigate and heal through the whispering wind. Vines will spawn in an intercardinal arena square, covering two rooms of the arena
on opposite sides. Players must use the Disc Rebuke knockback to be knocked back into safe corners of the arena, while breaking the rope simultaneously - therefore, tanks/healers and DPS must be opposed to each other, whether in AC or BD. Dodge Leafstorm soon after. Players must then spread to
Peasebomb all non-target players stack in the middle to share Puck's Breath. Shield and mitigation for the ultimate of Titania, Titania, Deadly. Phase 5: Players must wait for the Random Ghost Race and dodge it before moving to their Mist Rune positions. The Growth Rune vine will pass through the
North-South or East-West. Players should stack on sides where the vine is not passing - if the vine is north-south players should stack in the east and west puddles, and if the vine is East-West players should stack in the north and south puddles. Turn clockwise. Avoid the random phantom rune and heal
yourself through Bright Saturday. Tanks must stack and mitigate or use an invulnerability to Fae Light. Dodge Frost Rune and Uplift in the same way as in Phase 2. Heal yourself through all damage to the E. Make Thunder Rune as well as Growth Rune into Chain of Brambles the same as in Phase 2.
Dodge Phantom Rune - it's random - and heal through AoE and the cleave tank. Fire the boss before the angry cast is over. Role Specific Tips Tank: Pull the boss to the center of the arena. For the sake of consistency in pugs, face the northern boss always, as this will prevent people from being hit by
Divination Rune. Use active mitigation (Sheltron, RI, HoS, TBN) and light refills for automatic attacks and heavy refills for Divination Rune. The OT should always be using its active mitigation to help the MT, unless drk is OT and TBN cannot be broken. It might be a good idea to use an invulnerability to
stack Fae Light soil. WAR has to CD the first hit and HG the second two. If you stack, the OT is free to use all your cooldowns as they will be back in time to add. Use your party's cooling for periods of heavy damage to the E, such as Flame Rune or Whispering Wind. Use reprisals in raid AoEs or tank
busters. If a tank hits mustard before picking up its adoption, it will rotate while not moving, allowing easier use of positional for melee. Use light and active mitigation on the added tank busters. Be ready to catch a Thunder Rune if a player is accidentally hit by AoE. Healer: There is enough time for hots to
run the party after the first Bright Saturday; however, it is unnecessary to use gcd healing if you mitigate with prepull shields. Protecting Flame Rune stacks in Phase 1 with any 10% mitigation is sufficient if they are all overcome. It's the last time you'll take damage to AoE at this stage though, so feel free
to mitigate layers and let HoTs like Soil, Asylum, or Collective complete the party afterwards. MT does not take damage from cars during Thunder Rune, as only people who are taking the rope will receive any kind of damage. Putting a ground HoT here is very useful. Ask your tanks to use an
invulnerability in Fae Light to prevent any GCD from heal. Be careful with the HP tank in the first part of the action phase as there are some tank busters. If Puck is slowly dying, extra attention to the tank. A WHM can use Assize on all three additional and top players at the same time. It is 100% surviving
to live two Peasebombs, but be aware of the Disco Breath immediately afterwards in Phase 4. Using a one (Collective will do well) for the first Puck's Breath stack is incredibly useful as it can cover the Whispering Wind that follows. If you don't have attenuation for the Whispering Wind, make sure you get
over the party after Puck's Breath. Use some solid mitigation in the flame rune stacks, as a non-GCD regen will outperform players before the next occurrence of AoE damage if you save an instant toE cure such as Indomitability, Assize, or Earthly Star after elevation. DPS: Use a gap closer to the boss
after breaking the rope to maintain uptime. Ranged physical DPS should use their partisan mitigation during periods of heavy aoe damage, such as Flame Rune and Whispering Wind. Be aware of what the order is during Thunder Rune. Save 3m party cooldowns after Growth Rune + Chain of Brambles,
as you'll lose up time if you use it in cooldown. You can hit multiple additions with well-placed AoEs. Look at The Balance Discord to find the latest information about DPS rotations and openers to meet dps verification. Thanks to the wonderful Memi Saurus for writing healer tips (she healed her first clear!)
in addition to providing a POV of an enraged. Infuriate.
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